
 



Sleeping Warmly Outside in the Winter 
 
1. Start with a moisture barrier to keep you dry from underneath.  A simple tarp or ground 

cloth will do. 
 
2. You must have a thermal barrier between you and the ground!  Trying to sleep with 

your sleeping bag directly on the ground can freeze you out even when it’s at 52° F, but 
trying to sleep on snow or frozen ground without a thermal barrier will suck the heat from 
your body very quickly, by conduction.  Urethane foam is great and relatively inexpensive 
(about $15.00 - $20.00 for 3” x 30” x 72” at Fred Meyer and other places).  Extra sleeping 
bags (in addition to those around you) can help, too.   

 
3. You don’t have a $200.00 down-filled sleeping bag?  Who does?  Two or three good bags 

will do just as well.  Your sister’s Garfield or Scooby Doo bag will not help at all.  Throw in 
that extra wool blanket.  There’s no such thing as too much insulation! Fleece liners are 
popular and cost about $10.00 at Wal-Mart. 

 
4. Sleep only in new, dry clothing and socks.  The day’s perspiration in your other clothes 

will freeze you out. 
 
5. Stay hydrated.  Dehydration reduces the ability of your cardiovascular system to warm 

your body. 
 
6. Go to bed with a full stomach and an empty bladder.  Hot, greasy, gassy foods help 

your body keep warm (really).  Getting out of bed to empty your bladder during the night 
makes you cold. 

 
7. You also need a weather barrier over you to stop the wind and/or snow.  A tent is an 

acceptable barrier to keep the snow and wind off, but it is not a source of warmth.  The 
temperature in a tent is usually very close to, or the same as, the outside 
temperature.  (0°outside, 0° inside).  Snow shelters are great weather barriers, and help 
keep you warm.  The temperature inside an adequately built snow shelter is usually many 
degrees higher than outside, often hanging around 30°.    (0° outside, 30° inside!)  
Temporary options like large plastic bags are viable but should be used for one night at 
most.  Note: Building a snow shelter is often a long, arduous, wet activity.  If you want to 
build one, be prepared with extra clothes and lots of time. 

 
8. Wear a clean, dry winter cap to bed. 
 
9. Test your sleeping system out in the backyard.  Remember that the temperature can be 

10 to 20° colder in the mountains. 
 


